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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a user-friendly system that can create a fa-
cial image from a corresponding image in the user’s mind. Unlike most of the 
existing methods, which require a sketch as input or the tedious work of select-
ing similar facial components from an example database, our method can syn-
thesise a satisfying result without questioning the user on the explicit features of 
the face in his or her mind. Through a dialogic approach based on a relevance 
feedback strategy to translate facial features into input, the user only needs to 
look at several candidate face images and judge whether each image resembles 
the face that he or she is imagining. A set of sample face images that are based 
on users’ feedbacks are used to dynamically train an Optimum-Path Forest al-
gorithm to classify the relevance of face images. Based on the trained Opti-
mum-Path Forest classifier, candidate face images that best reflect the user’s 
feedback are retrieved and interpolated to synthesise new face images that are 
similar to those the user had imagined. The experimental results show that the 
proposed technique succeeded in generating images resembling a face a user 
had imagined or memorised. 

Keywords: Face image synthesis; Relevance feedback; Optimum-Path Forest. 

1 Introduction 

Face image synthesis has potential applications in public safety, such as video surveil-
lance and law enforcement. For example, creating a portrait of a suspect from an 
eyewitness can greatly help the police identify criminals. Also, a similar technique 
can be used for giving concrete form to imagined ideas of romantic ‘types’ and trans-
late other imagined faces into explicit images. However, drawing an image based on 
descriptions of what is in one’s mind is not an easy task for the majority of people. 
Although the montage approach to face image synthesis [1] allows users to create face 
images by selecting face components, it involves the time-consuming task of choos-
ing the right parts from a wide array of options. It is known that the composition of 
face parts is a more important factor in the perception of a face than the individual 
parts [2]. However, it can be very difficult to adjust the positions of individual parts to 
achieve a desired composition. Several methods have been developed for synthesising 
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face images according to sketches [3]. Such methods, however, require the user to 
provide a sketch, which is not always a possibility. 

Motivated by the above mentioned potential applications and the limitation of cur-
rent face image synthesis technologies, we aim to develop a novel system that can 
generate an image of a face from a user’s imagination and memory through some sim-
ple user interactions. In the proposed system, a set of example images are used to train 
an Optimum-Path Forest (OPF) algorithm to classify the face images based on their 
relevance to the face in the user’s mind. We favour OPF over other classification algo-
rithms in its fast, simple, multi-class, parameter independent, and not making any as-
sumption about the shapes of the classes [16] .The training process is conducted 
through a relevance feedback approach. All the user must do under this method is to 
indicate whether the image of the face shown bears a general resemblance to the face 
that he or she is imagining, thereby eliminating the need to evaluate individual parts 
and features separately (as is the case with the montage approach) or visualise or ver-
balise specific characteristics (as is the case with caricatures). 

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 reviews the related 
works. Section 3 describes the algorithm in detail. In Section 4, the experimental re-
sults are demonstrated and discussed. 

2 Related Works 

Although face recognition is one of the most active research fields in computer vision, 
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are few studies that have been conducted 
on the synthesis of face images. With the montage approach to face image synthesis 
[2], the user looks through a database of various face components (e.g., eyebrows, 
eyes, noses, mouths, etc.) for the ones that most closely match the image in his or her 
imagination or memory. The selected features are then synthesised into a face image. 
The process requires the user to search for each part separately and make isolated 
judgments on resemblance; the user looks only at the eyes when looking for the eyes 
that approximate those of the face in his or her mind. Again, this is another challeng-
ing task. Finding the ideal combination of parts can take a considerable amount of 
time, as well. E-FIT [1], a montage synthesis system that facilitates the creation of 3-
D, computer generated) faces, narrows down the search range by age and sex and lets 
the user make post-synthesis tweaks to facial feature sizes and positions to make the 
final face models more accurate. However, the effectiveness of E-FIT in generating a 
face model also depends on the user’s past experience with modelling and sensitivity 
to various face features. 

Wu and Dai [3] present method for synthesising face images according to sketches. 
By querying a face image database using different parts of a face sketch, the corre-
sponding face parts with the highest degrees of resemblance are patched together to 
form a final image. Users can adjust the size, shape and colour of face parts to make 
the resulting face accurate. However, these methods require the user to draw a sketch, 
a talent that not everyone has. 
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Kurt et al. [4] proposed a semiautomatic method that uses a genetic algorithm to 
update feature parameters to synthesize a face image. Since their technique uses the 
AAM (Active Appearance Model) [4] for modelling and synthesizing face images, 
facial features in areas with no high frequency information cannot be captured. 

The face hallucination technique [5, 6] uses information from a face image data-
base to synthesise high-resolution images from low-resolution images. One potential 
application of this method is to synthesize high-resolution images from the grainy, 
low-resolution images captured by surveillance cameras. The image database is used 
to compute probable high-resolution features from the low-resolution images. Most 
recently, deep learning based techniques have been combined with face hallucination 
[7], making it possible to generate high-resolution images from images with very low-
resolution and unconstrained pose. 

However, prior methods based on feature mapping and deep learning could not be 
employed to estimate facial features in the absence of a reference image. For example, 
sketch based method heavily relies on a sketch face image; face hallucination method 
requires a low-resolution image as the input.  Our method can generate face images 
that are satisfactory to the user demands without needing to seek clues from a refer-
ence image.  

Our system uses an active learning scheme to narrow the gap between low-level 
image features and high-level semantic understanding. Recently, active learning algo-
rithms combining conventional machine learning techniques with relevance feedback 
have been attracting large attentions. For example, in Content-Based Image Retrieval 
(CBIR) systems, Support Vector Machine (SVM) based active learning schemes are 
used for efficient image data clustering. Liu et.al [8] presented a SVM based rele-
vance feedback technique for image retrieval on small database. Wang et.al [9] com-
bined a few one-class SVM classifiers to boost the retrieval performance. Wang et.al 
[10] introduced a Neural Network (NN) based method for CBIR and evaluated their 
algorithm on a database of 2,000 images. However, with the growing sample data, 
SVM [16] and NN algorithm become less efficient than Random Forest (RF) and 
Optimum-Path Forest methods (OPF) [18] in handling multi-class classification. Fu 
and Qiu [11] developed a RF based image retrieval framework and examined their 
system in image-based and keyword-based image retrieval scenarios. The RF was 
generated based on semantic similarity measure. Although RF runs quite efficient, if 
the sample distribution is uneven, the classification result is unreliable. Based on 
these observations, we employ an OPF based relevance feedback technique. 

3 Proposed Method 

As depicted in Figure 1, the proposed system includes three major components: ex-
tracting primary features, training an OPF classifier based on relevance feedback and 
synthesising face images that do not already exist in the database. 

In our study, we used 1,000 sample images in the training database. These images 
were converted to a feature space for training an OPF algorithm to classify whether a 
face image resembles the face in users’ minds based on their relevance feedback. The 
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ultimate purpose of our method is not to classify those sample face images or to re-
trieve a particular face from these sample face images but to synthesise a new image 
resembling the face in the user’s mind. The trained OPF classifier defines the posi-
tions in the feature space that correspond to the desired face images.   

To train the OPF classifier, the system defines an initial classification boundary by 
letting users evaluate an initial dataset consisting of face images of different sexes and 
ages. Then, the system shows the user multiple unevaluated images (i.e., cases that 
have not been judged by the user to resemble or not resemble the picture in his or her 
mind) that lie near the classification boundary and has the user label them according 
to whether they resemble or do not resemble the face in his or her mind. Based on 
these labels, the system updates the classification boundary. 

Then, the system interpolates K cases in the positions farthest from the classifica-
tion boundary on the positive side and produces the final synthesis. If the results satis-
fy the user, the search process is complete; otherwise, the user repeats the labelling 
process on unlabelled cases near the classification boundary. 

Synthesize

Display

 

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed system 

3.1 Constructing the Feature Space 

Various feature representations have been studied in the context of face recognition in 
the past few decades. Recent research results have demonstrated that deep learning 
can be used to learn the face representation, which is effective for both face identifica-
tion and verification [12, 13] 

However, since our purpose was to synthesise a target face image, we needed a 
feature representation that could not only discriminate faces but could also be used to 
generate a face image. The feature vector space needed to be compact enough to al-
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low for the interactive relevance feedback process. For this purpose, we used the pix-
el-level image feature used in the face hallucination method [5]. 

The basic idea is to separate a face image I  into a global image
gI , which ex-

presses the overall features of the image, and a local image lI , which expresses the 

detailed face features.  

g lI I I  . (1) 

While the local image adds the details of the face, global images comprise infor-
mation required for distinguishing between individuals. A feature vector space of glob-
al images can be constructed by applying principal component analysis to the face 
images in the database and finding the principal components with large eigenvalues. 
Formula (2) expresses a global image I  in terms of the basis B of a global feature 
space, a coordinate value X and an average face image : 

I BX   . (2) 

Our study uses the global feature space as the search space for locating the coordi-
nates of the image that best matches the corresponding face in mind. 

3.2 Training the Optimum-Path Forest Classifier Based on Relevance 
Feedback 

Relevance feedback, a process that shows synthesis results to the users and updates 
classifiers based on user feedback, is often used in image retrieval with specific 
themes, such as oceans, cats or sunsets. Several researchers have proposed methods 
that employ various classifier types and reuse past classification results to obtain good 
results based on relatively minimal amounts of feedback [14, 15, 16]. 

Our study used the OPF [16, 17, 18] for classification. The OPF works by model-
ling the classification as a graph partition in a given feature space. It starts as a com-
plete graph whose nodes represent the feature vectors of all images in the database. 
All pairs of nodes are linked by arcs that are weighted by the distances between the 
feature vectors of the corresponding nodes (referred to as costs hereafter). Given a set 
of training nodes, a minimum spanning tree can be generated from the complete 
graph. Then, the adjacent training nodes are marked as prototypes if they belong to 
different classes. We used two classes: relevant and irrelevant. The partition of the 
graph is carried out by the competition process among the prototypes, which offer 
optimum paths to the remaining nodes of the graph. The optimum paths from the 
prototypes to the other samples are computed by the image foresting transform algo-
rithm, which is essentially Dijkstra’s algorithm modified for multiple sources and 
with more general path-value functions. Finally, all of the non-prototypes are directly 
or indirectly connected with the prototype that has the minimum cost. With the proto-
types as the roots and the non-prototypes as the intermediate and terminal nodes, the 
optimum trees are built, which constitutes the OPF. OPF performs well with samples 
represented in a complex and high-dimension feature space. Because of this, OPF is 
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very important in systems that are based on the relevance feedback approach and 
generate results in a dialogic fashion. 

Figure 2 shows an example of a classification with OPF. A minimum spanning tree 
is first constructed from all the samples. Then, the user labels some selected samples 
as positive (○) or negative (×). We thus focus on the paths that bridge positive and 
negative samples. The nodes bridged by the paths are called prototypes, which are 
represented as green dots. All other unlabelled nodes whose parent is a positive proto-
type are labelled as positive, and the ones whose parent is a negative prototype are 
labelled as negative. The nodes next to the prototypes are called border nodes as indi-
cated by the red dots. The node located the farthest from the negative prototype and 
closest to the positive prototype (depicted by the purple node in the figure) is selected 
as the best positive sample. 

 

Fig. 2. Overview of the Optimum-Path Forest algorithm 

As depicted in Figure 1, the OPF is trained based on users’ relevance feedbacks in 
the following four steps: 
1. The system presents the user with five male face images and five female face 

images of different ages and waits for the user to select one he or she thinks to 
be closest to the face in his or her mind. Since none of those 10 images is likely 
to resemble the target face, the user will select the image that is the most similar 
to what they are imagining according to sex and age, which acts as the initial 
classification boundary.  

2. The four images closest to the user’s selected face image in the feature spaces 
are returned to the user. The user evaluates and labels the images as positive (○) 
or negative (×), which serve as the prototypes for the OPF classifier. This eval-
uation phase ends if the users are satisfied with at least one of the four face im-
ages. 

3. An OPF classifier is built based on this set as illustrated in Figure 2. Then, the 
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OPF classifier divides the unlabelled images of the database into two classes: 
relevant and irrelevant.  

4. Four border nodes are selected, and the corresponding images are presented to 
the users. The user evaluates and labels the images as positive (○) or negative (×), 
and the new marked training images constitute and replace the former training 
samples to build a new OPF classifier. 

At every iteration before step 4, the best positive nodes located the farthest to nega-
tive prototype and the closest to positive prototype are selected and interpolated to 
create the resulting face image being presented to the user. If the user is satisfied, the 
whole relevance feedback procedure ends.  

When selecting the border nodes and the best positive nodes, we compare the costs 
of paths from all non-training nodes to all relevant and irrelevant prototypes. The 
training samples are the four images which belong to the relevant class and have the 
smallest ratio between the cost to the relevant prototypes and the cost to the irrelevant 
prototypes. The best positive nodes are those that belong to the relevant class and with 
the largest ratio between the cost to the relevant prototypes and the costs to the irrele-
vant prototypes. 

In our implementation, the cost of the arc connecting two adjacent nodes of the 
OPF feature space is calculated with the L2 norm. Assuming there are k  number of 
relevant prototypes and m  number of irrelevant ones represented as ip (i = 1, 2, … 

k) and 
jq  (j = 1, 2, … m) respectively, we consider k m  pairs of ( ip , 

jq ) in com-

puting the ratio of the path costs to the relevant and irrelevant prototypes. Let 
iU pCR   

represent the cost of the path from the non-training sample U  to the relevant prototype 

ip , and let
jU qCI  represent the cost of the path from U  to the irrelevant prototype

jq . 

( , )U pi qjRelevance 
 which represents the ratio of 

iU pCR  to 
jU qCI  , is computed as For-

mula (3): 

( , ) ( )
i j

iUr
U p q

jUr

CR p
Relevance

CI q





. (3) 

In the traditional relevance feedback based image retrieval, the final result is the 
positive case in the position farthest from the classification boundary. To establish the 
classification boundary correctly, the image shown to the user for feedback must lie 
near the classification boundary. OPF based retrieval thus requires an initial classifi-
cation boundary that sits relatively close to the positive case. Our study satisfied this 
requirement by gathering age and sex input information at the beginning of the pro-
cess. 

3.3 Synthesising Virtual Face Images Using Interpolation 

The traditional relevance feedback approach is designed for searching actual images in 
a given database, making it impossible to synthesise non-existent face images. By syn-
thesising images, however, it is possible to obtain the desired outcomes with a limited 
number of samples. Our study thus proposes a process of synthesizing face images that 
do not exist in the database by interpolating multiple positive images in positions far 
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away from the classification boundary. In principle, any point near the best positive 
node (i.e., the node that belongs to the relevant class and with the largest ratio between 
the cost to the relevant prototypes and the costs to the irrelevant prototypes) should be 
a desired face image.  

As a practical solution, we select the top k (k = 3 in the current implementation) best 
positive nodes as shown in Figure 1 and calculate the result according to the following 
Formula (4): 

( ) / ( )
k k

i i i

i i

x w x x w x   . (4) 

Here, x and 
ix  (i = 0, 1, 2) are the feature vectors of the resulting face images and 

the 3 best positive images, respectively.  The weight assigned to 
ix is ( )iw x , which is 

based on the distance given by the classifier. In the current implementation, ( )iw x  is 

assigned the average weight, which means all 3 images have equal weight.   

3.4 Registration by Eyes and Mouth 

The sample images in the training database need to be aligned in order to create face 
images without blurring. In cases where the same images were aligned only by one 
single registration point when synthesising new face images by interpolating several 
face images, the system was prone to blurring portions of the face away from the regis-
tration point due to the inherent individual variations among these different faces. Fig-
ure 4(a) and (b) show the results generated with the images were aligned by eye posi-
tion and mouth position only, respectively. We can see that areas far from the registra-
tion areas are severely blurred.  

To solve this problem, we built two image databases from the same source database: 
one composed of face images aligned by the eyes and the other composed of face im-
ages aligned by the mouth. In order to synthesise a clear face image, a group of imag-
es from the eye-aligned database and the corresponding images from the mouth-
aligned database are used. More specifically, three procedures are carried out: first, a 
candidate image in the eye-aligned face feature space is synthesised; then, another 
face image in the mouth-aligned space is synthesised; by blending the two images, a 
clear composited face image is produced.   

As the system makes it possible to obtain the same face from both databases, we on-
ly need to perform the relevance feedback process with one of the two databases to 
build the OPF for both databases. Figure 3 illustrates the integration between the fea-
ture spaces of the two databases. When selecting the three highest-ranking coordinates 
in the feature space defined by the images aligned by eyes, for example, the one-to-one 
correspondence between the two spaces means that we can obtain the corresponding 
three highest-ranking coordinates in the other feature space built from the examples 
aligned by the mouth. As the arrows in Figure 3 show, the system thus enables coordi-
nate matching across the two spaces. Thus, we can synthesise two face images by in-
terpolating the three highest-ranking coordinates in the two spaces, respectively. 
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(a) Eye-aligned                                                    (b) Mouth-aligned 

Fig.3. Image correspondence between eye-aligned space and mouth-aligned space. In the eye-
aligned feature space shown in (a), the yellow ○ and × represent user-labelled images, and the 
blue ○ and × represent the positive and negative prototypes. The □’s connected to the proto-
types by black lines are the three best positive images. The △ represents the generated virtual 
image interpolated using the three best positive images. The correspondence between the best 
positive images in the eye-aligned and mouth-aligned spaces are illustrated with red lines. The 
interpolated virtual image in the mouth-aligned space is shown with a △. 

To fuse the two face images computed from the separately aligned spaces (i.e., the 
images represented by △ in Figure 3[a] and [b]) and form a new image with clear face 
components, α blending is used, as given by Formula (5): 

= (1 )e mI I I   . (5) 

eI and mI  are the images from the eye-aligned and mouth-aligned spaces, respec-

tively, and α is the blending weight. We set the value of α to 1 in the area above the 
eyes, set the value of αto 0 in the area below the mouth, and changed the α value in the 
area between the eyes and the mouth in linear interpolation. The blended image is 
further filtered with a bilateral filter to decrease the degree of edge blur.  

Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) show the resulting images synthesised in eye-aligned 
space, mouth-aligned space and by α blending the former two images, respectively. 
We can see in Figure 4(a) and (b) that areas far from the registration areas are severe-
ly blurred, while in Figure 4(c), such flaws are alleviated. 

                                                  
  (a)Image generated                    (b) Image generated                   (c) Image generated 
in eye-aligned space                   in mouth-aligned space              via α blending 

Fig. 4. Comparison between single point registered faces and face obtained by α blending. 
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4 Experiment and Discussion 

4.1 Database 

For our sample image set, we used 1,000 images of Asian faces from the CAS-PEAL 
database [19] and the Cartoon Face database [20]. We made all the images mono-
chrome, and set the resolution to 96 × 128. The database comprised only frontal face 
images, but the positions and sizes of the faces differed. We resized and cropped the 
images. Then we created two databases that were aligned by eye positions and mouth 
positions, respectively. Our study was concerned only with general face features, so we 
used a low resolution of 96×128 for all the images. We set the images to monochrome 
to prevent colours not found in the original cases from appearing when the system 
interpolate multiple colour images. 

Each dimension of the feature space corresponds to a pixel of the face images. 
Therefore, the feature vector has 12,288 (96 × 128) dimensions. Based on a primary 
component analysis, we used the 80 dimensions with the highest eigenvalues as our 
global face feature space, which provided a cumulative contribution ratio above 80%. 
 
4.2 Experiments 

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we had 12 subjects (all univer-
sity students in their 20s, 11 of whom were male and 1 of whom was female) attend 
our experiments. During the experiments, we asked the subjects to ignore hairstyles 
when creating and evaluating the face images because the significant differences in 
hairstyles among the images in the database led to blurred hair in all the generated 
images. 

We conducted the following three experiments to determine whether the subjects 
could create satisfactory face images using the system and how long (in terms of time 
and iteration count) this process would take. 

Creating Imagined Face Images 
In this experiment, we had each subject imagine a face and let them use the system to 
create a similar image. Figure 5 shows the created images based on the subjects’ im-
agined faces. In section 4.3, we will evaluate how these created face images resem-
bled the imagined faces. 

Creating Face Images Based on Briefly Presented Reference Images 
In this experiment, we presented a reference face image that did not exist in the data-
base to each subject for 3-4 seconds and asked the subject to create a face image re-
sembling the reference image to validate whether the system enabled the user to syn-
thesize an image from his or her memory. Such a situation is similar to the case where 
an eyewitness has seen a criminal’s face for a very short time and tries to reconstruct 
the face image based on his or her rough impression and memory. Figure 6 shows the 
face images that the subjects saw for 3-4 seconds and the corresponding generated 
face images. As can be seen from the figures, the resulting images capture some ma-
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jor features of the reference faces, such as the overall shape of faces and the relatively 
small sizes of the eyes.  

            

             

Fig. 5. Images created based on the subjects’ imagined faces 

               
Reference image A   Created image of A   Reference image B   Created image of B 

Fig.6.Reference images how n for 3-4 seconds and the corresponding created images 

Creating Face Images Based on the Reference Images Presented During the En-
tire Process 
For a more objective validation, we conducted a third experiment that presented the 
subjects with a reference image for the entire duration of the process until they 
reached a result they found satisfactory. Figure 7 shows two examples of the results. 
The resulting images maintain a basic consistency with their respective target images. 

                  
       Reference image A     Created image of A     Reference image B    Created image of B 

Fig. 7.Reference images shown during the entire experiment and the corresponding created 
images 
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Reference image            1st iteration            2nd iteration            3rd iteration            14th iteration 

Fig. 8. Changes of the synthesised result over the process 

Figure 8 illustrates how the resulting images actually changed over the process. 
The target image and the resulting image were noticeably different at first. As the 
subject went through iterations of the process, the face in the resulting image gradual-
ly came to more closely resemble the reference one. 

4.3 Evaluation  

Evaluation Based on Subjective Scoring 
In the three experiments mentioned above, we also asked the subjects to score the 
results on a five-point scale (1: No resemblance; 2: Very weak resemblance; 3: Nei-
ther weak nor strong resemblance; 4: Somewhat strong resemblance; 5: Strong re-
semblance). 

Figure 9 shows the average scores, in which the scores of three experiments are very 
similar. The average score for all three experiments came to 3.833. Many of the sub-
jects declared that they were satisfied once the created images began to bear a some-
what resemblance to the target faces. Figure 10 shows the times (in seconds) that it 
took the subjects to arrive at satisfactory results. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Average final scores                  Fig. 10. Average time to final results (in seconds) 
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Fig. 11. Iteration numbers of each experiment. The vertical axis of the graph represents the 
number of subjects who reached their final results with the number of iterations shown on the 
horizontal axis. 

 
(a)                                              (b)                                             (c)   

Fig. 12.Changes in scores during the relevance feedback process: (a) Creating an imagined 
face image, (b) creating a face image based on briefly (3–4s) presented reference images, and 
(c) creating a face image based on the reference images presented during the entire process. 

Figure 11 shows the number of iterations that it took the subjects to arrive at satis-
factory results. Figure 12, meanwhile, illustrates the changes in scores for three sub-
jects during the relevance feedback process. Each line represents a single iteration of 
the process by an individual subject. On average, it took 6.5 iterations for the subjects 
to arrive at the final results. 

Evaluation Based on Matching Test 
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we conducted a matching test by let-

ting a group of participants creating face images using the system from reference 
images, and then having another group of participants match the generated images 
with their reference images. In this test, 10 peoples of different age(5 in 20s, 1 in 30s, 
3 in 40s and 1 in 50s) and gender(6 male and 4 female) were asked to synthesize face 
image, while another 13 peoples of different age(9 in 20s, 4 in 40s and 1 in 50s) and 
gender(10 male and 4 female) were asked to attend the matching test relating the syn-
thesize image to the right reference image. We performed the test as the following 2 
steps.  

Face image generating step: we randomly choose 20 face images (12 female and 
8 male) from the test image database as reference images. Each of the 10 subjects 
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participated the face image generation was given 2 different reference images ran-
domly selected from these 20 images and be asked to synthesize 1 face based on each 
reference image. Therefore, we obtained 20 synthesized face images generated from 
the 20 difference reference images. 

Image matching step: For each of the 13 subjects participated the image matching 
test, we randomly divided the 20 pairs of synthesized image and references image into 
10 groups. Each group contains 2 pairs of synthesized image and references image of 
the same gender. Thus, we have 6 female pairs and 4 male pairs. Then, the 10 groups 
were shown to the subject one by one, and for each group the subject was asked to 
match between the generated image and the reference image. Since each of the 13 
subjects performed the matching task for 10 groups, the total number of trial was 130. 
Out of which, 100 trials gave a correct matching result. A binominal test showed that 
the generated images were correctly matched to their corresponding reference image 
at a significance level above 99%. The result demonstrates that our system can gener-
ate images resembling the reference images.   

4.4 Discussions 

The results of the experiment reveal several findings. When we displayed the reference 
images for 3-4 seconds and then had the subjects create their images without being 
able to see the original references, the subjects took fewer iterations and less time to 
arrive at their results than they did when the reference image was presented through-
out the whole process. This is likely because the images were only visible to the sub-
jects for a matter of seconds, which made it hard for the subjects to establish a clear, 
accurate mental picture of the target face for comparison. Thus, the system-generated 
images probably created a slight recognition bias in the subjects’ minds, leading them 
to converge on their final results relatively quickly. The subjects’ evaluations of the 
resulting images showed several interesting trends, as well. In many cases, the evalua-
tion scores remained relatively constant for several iterations before eventually in-
creasing. This is because the experiment used the three highest-ranking results. Even 
if we were to have shuffled the rankings of the three images, their relative mutual 
similarity and central position would have resulted in the same generated face and 
produced the same score. 
    Some users reported that sometimes they were satisfied with most parts of the gen-
erated face after a few iterations, but unsatisfied with one particular part. The users 
then continued the iteration process in anticipation of getting a better result for that 
particular part.  But unfortunately, they obtained a globally worse image with other 
satisfying parts became less satisfied. Although allowing users to evaluate and control 
the face as a whole is an advantage of our method over the component-based ap-
proaches like montage system, it is desirable to improve our system by allowing users 
to locally adjust individual parts. 
    Another drawback of current implementation lies in our feature representation. We 
employed a global feature space based on PCA which fail to capture the personal 
detail well, causing the generated face quite similar to the average face. As a major 
future work, we will explore better feature representation including using Convolu-
tional Neural Network. 
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5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we proposed a method for the semiautomatic synthesis of a face image 
from a user’s imagination. By training an OPF based on the user’s feedback, our sys-
tem successfully creates synthesised images that resembled the face images that users 
had in mind. One potential avenue for future work related to this paper is to explore 
other feature representations, such as the Convolutional Neural Network. 
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